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Abstract

In discussions of conflict, war and political violence, dead bodies count. Although the politics and practices associated with the collection of violent-death data are seldom subject to critical examination, they are crucial to how scholars and practitioners think about how and why conflict and violence erupt. Knowledge about conflict deaths – the ‘who, what, where, when, why and how’ – is a form of expertise, created, disseminated and used by different agents. This article highlights the ways in which body counts are deployed as social facts and forms of knowledge that are used to shape and influence policies and practices associated with armed conflict. It traces the way in which conflict-death data emerged, and then examines critically some of the practices and assumptions of data collection to shed light on how claims to expertise are enacted and on how the public arena connects (or not) with scholarly conflict expertise.
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‘We don’t do body counts.’ (General Tommy Franks)

Introduction

In discussions of conflict, war and political violence, dead bodies count. Western armies report each and every dead soldier on their side, with processions of coffins symbolising the human cost of war. War memorials – perhaps the most noteworthy being the Vietnam War memorial in Washington, DC, with its rows and columns of named dead – create icons for historical memory. Death counts are used to compare the relative horror of different wars. News accounts headline casualty figures as a means to convey the scale of human misery. Post-conflict assessments of (especially non-combatant) deaths are used to weigh and assess blame and responsibility, even criminal responsibility. And academics and ‘conflict experts’ generate data – including body counts – to produce ‘scientific’ knowledge that follows the Comteian dictum that from knowledge comes prediction; from prediction comes control. All of these different forms of conflict knowledge rely
on a claim to expertise or, conversely, a requirement for ‘expert knowledge’ that in itself contains a set of assumptions, occlusions and – on occasion – leaps of faith. Although the politics and practices associated with the collection of violent death data are seldom treated as a subject in itself, or as worthy of critical examination, they are crucial to how scholars and practitioners think about how and why conflict and violence erupt.2

Bodies may count, but counting bodies has been a tricky business, and controversies over the number of victims in historical, recent and on-going conflicts, from the deaths in Central Europe between 1933 and 1945, to the mass atrocities in Guatemala and Cambodia, the massacres in Kosovo and the wars in Iraq and Syria, have raged in the public domain, in scholarly articles and in policy debates. Knowledge about these conflict deaths – the ‘who, what, where, when, why and how’ – is a form of expertise, created, disseminated, enacted and used by different agents, and is never neutral or truthful, and more often ‘ignorant’ in the sense that it is radically incomplete, often to the point of occluding more than it illuminates. We have, for example, only an imperfect understanding of the number of victims in several large-scale episodes of conflict and violence, including the Korean War, the Rwandan genocide of 1994, the mass killing of Pol Pot’s Democratic Republic of Kampuchea (1975–79), or the wars in the former Yugoslavia (1990s), and the figures that are most widely cited are often incomparable and partial.3

Who generates and uses this knowledge and expertise, for what purposes, and how do they mobilise and perform their expertise in the political arena? This article comes at these questions from several different angles, highlighting the ways in which conflict expertise and, in particular, body counts are deployed as social facts and forms of knowledge that are used to shape and influence policies and practices associated with armed conflict and its public representations. It begins by tracing the way in which conflict-death data emerged, first in the public (state) and then scholarly or scientific realms, and then examines different ways in which body counts are used as part of a claim to expertise and form of knowledge in contemporary political and policy arenas, including not just the high politics of foreign ministries and policy makers, but also development actors, human rights advocates and international lawyers, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and civil society. These claims to expert knowledge – some more academic, some more policy oriented – are not hermetically sealed, and examining critically some of the practices and assumptions of data collection can shed light on how claims to expertise are enacted and on how the public arena connects (or not) with scholarly conflict expertise. In a nutshell, I will argue that conflict knowledge in international relations and conflict studies, despite its aspirations to produce policy-relevant scientific knowledge, is (almost) entirely disconnected from political or public policy debates, and that the actors mobilising expertise in these debates often distance themselves from academically conventional ‘conflict knowledge’, while making strong claims to possess alternative and ‘more relevant’ expertise. By ‘conflict knowledge’ I mean those claims to expertise on the overall scope, scale, evolution, causes and consequences of contemporary wars and armed conflicts, rather than idiographic knowledge about specific conflicts, whether this be sociological, ethnographic, or historical.
I will unpack this argument in three steps:

- sketch briefly the origins of the concern with conflict deaths and body counts;
- detail the emergence and justification for conflict expertise as a scholarly or scientific form of knowledge, including in particular how war is defined and distinguished from other phenomena, and how ‘conflict-death data’ is deemed analytically or practically relevant;
- outline the parallel debate among policy-oriented communities that generate body counts to track human rights violations and influence criminal proceedings (including related to claims of genocide and mass killing), highlighting in particular the disconnect between macro-level scholarly conflict expertise and other scientific or ‘evidence-based’ knowledge about conflict casualties.

In the end, I will link this to a broader concern with how we understand the aetiology of conflict and the way in which the large-n analysis of quantitative data assumes that armed conflict and political violence are the result of linear causal processes, a warrant that has no backing. Overall, I want to illustrate the problematic shortcomings of how scholarly categories are constructed and how data is gathered in order to highlight just how ‘ignorant’ conflict expertise in international relations and conflict studies may be – at least in the sense of what it deliberately or otherwise ignores, occludes or cannot capture in the so-called ‘scientific’ study of war.

**Armies, states and soldiers: the origins of body counts**

Until the mid-nineteenth century, most soldiers died anonymously and were mourned locally.4 Soldiers in the seventeenth-century were mercenaries in commercial relations with state rulers or (by the eighteenth century) part of a permanent professional class of the state. By the Napoleonic era soldiers were increasingly (and often unwillingly) conscripts who fought and died uncounted. The approximately 380,000 soldiers of Napoleon’s Grande Armée who died in the march to (and from) Moscow fell to their death by the roadside or were buried in mass graves, but were not accounted for in any systematic way. It fell to chroniclers such as Charles Joseph Minard to assess the nature of the losses, and his infographic “Visual Depiction of French Army Losses in Napoleon’s Russia Campaign, 1812–13” is perhaps the first, and most famous, attempt to visualise spatially and numerically the war losses in the epic journey of Napoleon’s armies. Detailed though it is, it says nothing about Russian, other nationalities or civilian victims, which may have totalled another 600,000 deaths that are invisible in this visualisation.6 Similarly, the estimate of 618,000 casualties of the American Civil War is based on imperfect demographic, recruitment and casualty records and, although enlistment and casualty records were kept on both sides (and there was an obligation to pay for funerals), there were no formal identification tags for soldiers, and no official accounting of deaths by the state(s).7

Two forces – mass conscription into national armies and the development of modern administration – came together in the late nineteenth century to make...
body counts a preoccupation of modern armed forces. The development of more effective military bureaucracies, military pension and care systems and other administrative structures meant that by the late nineteenth century, and certainly by the First World War, counting their own casualties became part of the business of states engaged in war fighting. Alongside this, the notion of the citizen-soldier fighting for the nation demanded respect for (and sometimes reparation for) the human sacrifices offered to Mars. The Franco-Prussian War of 1870, for example, marked the first time in which war deaths were commemorated as such, and was ‘in many respects a manifestation of a much wider cultural evolution in attitudes towards death in war, where the loss of young men had come to represent at once the loss of a valued citizen and a human tragedy’. The Treaty of Frankfurt required both France and Germany to respect and maintain war graves on their soil. Countless war memorials with names inscribed upon them have subsequently dotted the European landscape as silent witnesses to this new form of performative respect for sacrifice to the nation. This idea of bearing witness to the victims of war – usually only the soldiers who fought in it, including the so-called ‘unknown soldiers’ – involved an attempt at individual naming and recognition. It will return as part of the contemporary story of counting casualties – but today with implications well beyond battlefield deaths.

Counting the non-military casualties of war was not the job of the state – or of anyone – until the latter half of the twentieth century. If war had been a battlefield confrontation between opposing forces distinct from the civilian population, a neglect of civilian casualties might have been justified or understandable. But predation upon and victimisation of civilians was always a concomitant of war and civilian casualties included both direct victims of violence, such as in the sack of cities or twentieth-century aerial bombings during Second World War, and – more often – indirect victims of violence who died after being deprived of access to food, shelter, water or basic necessities as a result of living in war-ravaged areas, especially when marauding armies requisitioned supplies in their passage. The numbers of indirect victims (excess mortality for demographers) could be considerable, and considerably greater than those of direct victims of violence: up to one third of the population of the German territories died during the Thirty Years’ War; five to six million people may have died of starvation or deprivation in the Korean War; and perhaps more than three million died of similar causes in the eastern regions of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) between 1999 and 2003. In each of these cases the number of violent deaths was a small percentage of the total: in the DRC, perhaps around 10 per cent; in Korea, around 15 to 20 per cent. Yet such comprehensive body counts of the human costs of war were of interest only to social historians or demographers, far-distant experts whose expertise was seldom brought to bear on immediate problems.

When states did engage in body counts, controversy followed. In the Vietnam War (1965–75), body counts were (mis)used as an indicator of progress in the war, and the US Department of Defense ultimately estimated that 950,765 (!) communist fighters were killed. These figures (allegedly for enemy combatants) were, however, likely inflated and included a significant percentage of civilian non-combatants.
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The pressure to produce body counts as a measure of results led to all sorts of perverse outcomes; overinflating the figures was perhaps the least pernicious. Other official American estimates put the total of Vietnamese (North and South) war dead – civilian and combatant – at upwards of 1.2 million, while the Vietnamese government proposed the figure of 3.1 million. The best demographic and population survey estimate, however, is 882,000, suggesting that both sides overinflated their estimates, but for different reasons. The Vietnam experience created in the US armed forces at least a clear aversion to body counts, with the result that by the 1991 Persian Gulf War the military exercised near-total control over what Margot Norris has called military necrology, and pre-censored all battlefield reporting, in part to minimise reporting of civilian casualties. Similar struggles over numbers took place in the war in the former Yugoslavia, with the final tallies (around 100,000) much lower than the figures bandied about to win the media war (which ranged from 250,00–329,000 at the upper end).

**Body-count expertise emerges**

The development of systematic expertise on the study of war took place in the early twentieth century and included ‘body counts’ as one of its core elements. The purpose was, for most, normatively driven, but with an ‘expert purpose’. In the work of scholars such as Lewis Richardson and Quincy Wright, this work was driven by three broad motivations:

- to count and classify all relevant occurrences of a particular phenomenon;
- to test simple causal models to uncover linkages and explain the ‘variation’ in outcomes;
- to generate ‘politically-relevant’ knowledge (peace research) that could be used to reduce the human, economic and social costs of war and violence.

These three elements characterised what its proponents call the ‘scientific study of war’, and all were present from the outset in the work of Lewis Richardson and his collection of *Statistics of Deadly Quarrels*, and have continued until today, most prominently in the various outputs of the Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP).

Expert ‘conflict knowledge’ from the scientific study of war has not been purely scholastic, and has – as was intended by its proponents – been prominent in some recent public policy debates. The World Bank 2011 *World Development Report*, for example, (subtitled *Conflict, Security, and Development*) relied almost entirely on data and analysis from the UCDP to support its claims concerning the scope, scale and trends in armed conflict, and one of its headline statistics was that ‘the annual number of battle deaths from civil war fell from more than 160,000 a year in the 1980s to less than 50,000 a year in the 2000s’. Parenthetically, this report was a crucial (and planned) intervention on the path towards the UN Sustainable Development Goals of 2015, where the most controversial (and last agreed) goal concerned, *inter alia*, the issue of peace and security, with the headline target for
the international community to ‘significantly reduce all forms of violence and related death rates everywhere’. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has also relied on UCDP data for its analysis of state fragility within its International Network on Conflict and Fragility, which monitors international engagement with fragile and conflict-affected states in order to enhance programming and policy making. The ‘conflict knowledge’ produced by these researchers is not drawn upon by accident; it is used mainly because it resonates well within institutional circles (the World Bank and OECD) that rely heavily on the kinds of macro-level general and abstract, but statistically ‘reliable’, knowledge produced by economists. Yet, at all levels – from the policy-related to the academically oriented and purely theoretical – scholars in this tradition have generated conflict knowledge that is weak – or ignorant – both in the narrowly empirical sense (how and what we count) and in conceptual terms (what are we trying to explain or understand). Two illustrations that highlight the resulting ‘ignorant expertise’ concern how the object of study – ‘war’ – is understood and the way in which its human impact is calculated.

**Producing war: establishing the ontological prior**

Scholarly expertise rests upon establishing the boundaries of the phenomenon in question, and the scientific study of war presumes the ontologically distinct and recognisable status of ‘war’ as its object of analysis. From the outset, conflict experts such as Lewis Richardson adopted a broad approach, defining wars as simply a subset of ‘deadly quarrels’, which included everything from homicide upwards. Such a definition can encompass everything from inter-state disputes to civil wars, to banditry, inter-group conflict and criminal violence. This holistic approach to violence was deliberate, and justified by Richardson, for example, on the grounds that he wanted to explore ‘whether there is any statistical connection among these traditionally separate topics’. The data available dictated, however, a much narrower focus for more scientifically oriented scholars intent on working with a tractable universe of cases, and the analytical focus thus became first on ‘wars’ defined as events with more than a hundred deaths, and subsequently, on inter-state wars with more than a thousand battle deaths. These positions have been reflected throughout subsequent scholarship, and most particularly with the Correlates of War (COW) and the UCDP datasets. But Richardson’s crucial insight – that forms of violence may be linked in complex ways – has been completely occluded in conflict-knowledge generation in international relations and conflict studies, where the dependence on particular forms of knowledge (data) production and the specialisation of subject areas and methods have led to a situation in which ‘the study of each type of political violence is now a world of its own, largely detached from the developments in research on other types of political violence … [and] it has become increasingly difficult to … see the connections between the similar types of violent behaviour’.

The first – and widespread – critique of this move concerns the threshold for classifying something as a war. The clearest distinctions rested upon the ‘stateness’
(or state-claimant) nature of the participants and the legality of their use of force, with primacy given to inter-state war, or civil wars in which both parties made claims to legitimate stateness. This obviously excluded most colonial or imperial wars (these were counted as ‘extra-systemic’, but seldom used for formal analyses), as well as large-scale sub-state violence. For example, in studies that focused on variables such as trade, borders, form of government, military spending etc., the ‘stateness’ of the main actors was critical. In the contemporary period, one result has been a tendency to count relatively low numbers of wars in recent years and to chart a broadly declining, then stabilising trend for armed conflicts. Hence the UCDP data for 2012 (for comparison with figures below) claims that there were seven on-going ‘wars’ (more than one thousand battle deaths) and thirty-three active conflicts with at least twenty-five battle deaths, noting that ‘In 2012, two out of five people dying in battles, died in Syria’. The trend analysis is also clear: ‘relative to the peak year of 1991, which saw 52 active conflicts, the number is down by as much as almost 37%’. Obviously, such trends can easily be – and have been – reversed, and a trend line is not an explanation.

This form of conflict expertise also generally ignores large-scale violent struggles between actors neither of whom were making a state-claim; these are either treated as ‘non-state wars’ or omitted entirely from the analysis. In the most recent COW dataset (v.4, 2010), for example, only one such war is listed since 1975 (to 2007): the Hemda-Lendu war of 1999–2005 (in the Eastern DRC). This seems hardly to accord with our understanding of the nature of violence either in the Eastern DRC (which pitted various non-state groups, often with state backing, against each other) or in other places where non-state groups struggle with each other for control of territory, such as the cartel wars in Northern Mexico, which have claimed tens of thousands of lives. This ought to give pause, for two reasons. First, the ‘groupness’ that is presumed in these classifications requires that the violent actors resemble state actors in their organisation, command and control and – most importantly – possess broadly political or ideological aims. This seems to exclude the vast majority of contemporary sub-national violence that, while it may not be motivated in a narrow sense by political aims, still has significant political consequences. It is unclear, for example, why the large-scale land and resource conflicts between tribal groups in Yemen, which have cost up to four thousand lives per year in recent years, would be excluded from an accounting of large-scale political violence.

Second, it provides a highly incomplete picture of the scope and scale of contemporary organised or political violence, or of trends in armed violence in general. Narrow definitions might make sense in a world in which large-scale violence was progressively subordinated to state control, public/domestic order was established within (mainly European) states and the greatest risk of dying violently that an individual faced was most likely as a consequence of war. But they do not well capture the nature of large-scale conflict and violence in many parts of the world today. Figure 1, for example, provides a snapshot of lethal violence in 2012 per 100,000 population and illustrates that most lethal violence occurs in places and under circumstances that are not formally considered ‘wars’ by conflict scholars.
Approximately 508,000 people die violently around the world each year (excluding suicides) – in conflict and non-conflict violence – for an overall global ‘violent death rate’ of 7.2 per 100,000. These deaths are, however, unevenly distributed: the thirty-six countries in the figure all have rates greater than ten deaths per 100,000; twelve have rates greater than thirty per 100,000. While some of the most violent countries are war zones (such as Syria, Afghanistan or South Sudan), many more are found in Latin America and the Caribbean. Honduras, Venezuela and El Salvador are all more dangerous than Afghanistan; Colombia, Jamaica, Pakistan, Mexico and Guatemala also rank high on the list of most-violent places. Other states with high levels of violence that are spatially very concentrated, but which have large popula-

Figure 1  Lethal Violence Rates per 100,000 Population (2012)
Figure 2: Classifications of Armed Conflict by UCDP

tions, also do not often meet the narrow criteria for war or disappear from the statistics (Northern Nigeria, parts of India in the Naxalite Red Belt), testifying to a ‘spatial bias’ that assumes that conflict violence is coterminous with the nation-state, and temporally limited.\textsuperscript{27} Finally, while some of this large-scale violence may represent the cumulative effect of inter-personal violence, much of it does not fit such notions of ‘everyday violence’ and a significant amount of it has political consequences linked to state fragility, organised crime, corruption, state violence and other factors that would logically be linked to the possible outbreak of wars and armed conflicts, yet do not form part of the repertoire of ‘conflict knowledge’.

These omissions would not be important but for the way conflict trend data is used to create a narrative about our violent world. At the macro level, virtually everyone is familiar with some version of the graph in Figure 2, which purports to demonstrate the overall decline in violent conflicts since the end of the Cold War. The UCDP has published every year since 2000 some version of its summary data and trend analysis and, in addition to the relatively clear influence that earlier (COW) conflict data had on the ‘democratic peace’ argument (with its attendant policy implications),\textsuperscript{28} this data-driven expertise has generated the ‘Pacific states’ literature, most prominently led by Steven Pinker and Joshua Goldstein, whose book and articles have a wide public reach, well beyond the scholarly sphere.\textsuperscript{29}

As Nils Petter Gleditsch has pointed out, ‘for the recent decline of war, Pinker, Goldstein, and others rely heavily on the UCDP/PRIO data’.\textsuperscript{30} Some scholars have also attributed the decline in armed conflict since the end of the Cold War to the intervention and effectiveness of UN peacekeeping, a message that resonated well (and was given a platform) within UN circles.\textsuperscript{31}

The conflict-data narrative that focused attention on particular forms of violent conflict also had an impact (albeit indirect) in how development assistance and post-conflict peacebuilding initiatives were framed. Until recently, most of the development assistance that was devoted to ‘conflict-affected states’ concentrated on the classical list of intra-state wars, even in situations with comparatively low levels of violence (such as in some African conflict zones, including Burundi, Liberia, etc.). Zones of relatively high violence (Central America) were excluded from programming support that focused on conflict and/or violence prevention and reduction, or post-conflict peacebuilding, even if the symptoms and pathologies of violence were linked organically to social conflicts and state fragility. There were some exceptions among development actors (notably USAID) and among recipient countries (Haiti), but generally major aid donors and multilateral organisations such as the OECD did not focus on ‘high violence non-conflict’ settings, and the UN Peacebuilding Commission focused almost entirely on intra-state or civil wars. The logic, while indirect and certainly not entirely attributable to ‘conflict knowledge’, was straightforward: war and armed conflicts as conventionally understood are the most important sources of local, regional and systemic insecurity, hence both policy and knowledge generation should focus on understanding and mitigating these threats. A globalised, network-focused and human-security oriented perspective would perhaps lead to different forms of knowledge generation, and a different policy focus.\textsuperscript{32}
Not all bodies count

The widely used numerical threshold of one thousand battle-related deaths in one year shaped the early development of conflict knowledge and expertise in the COW projects; other scholars followed this lead for a considerable time, with often slightly scholastic debates about inclusion and exclusion. But conflict knowledge did not concern itself with dead bodies per se, since casualties – civilian or combatant – were considered a by-product, not a cause, of war, and hence little attention was devoted to this in the datasets, since the variable was not generally run in the analyses destined to produce scientific knowledge about war causation. The focus was instead on such things as geographic proximity, alliances and arms racing.

Conflict scholars, however, were not oblivious to changes in the nature of war or in the way in which we understand it. By 2010, the COW project had broadened its datasets to include not only inter-state and extra-state wars, but what it called intra-state and non-state wars. Similarly, the UCDP had reduced the threshold for counting to twenty-five battle-related deaths per year and broadened its categories to include non-state conflict and ‘one-sided violence’ (attacks on civilians by governments and organised armed groups). Even more recent work has focused on geo-localised event data that counts individual incidents, in principle lowering the threshold even further. And researchers have also made use of death data to assess the lethality or intensity of recent wars, and whether or not battle deaths have been declining, or whether or not civilian casualties have been increasing as a proportion of total war deaths (which is not the same thing, since datasets did not calculate civilian casualties unless battle related). Body counts remained, however, a relatively marginal concern in the world of conflict knowledge. But the real problem lay not in what threshold criteria were used but in how the data was collected and what was included and excluded. There are three important problems with the way in which conflict knowledge treated the human costs of war, in ascending order of significance: systematic undercounting of violent deaths; near-total exclusion of excess mortality from the analysis; and an occlusion of non-somatic forms of violence that play a crucial role in the dynamics of conflict and conflict escalation.

First, the data gathered through media reports undercounts the direct battle-related lethal impact of war. This undercounting is the product of reliance on limited sources, often media reports only in English, and of the quasi-systematic exclusion of civilian casualties that were not directly attributable to the war. It is widely acknowledged that media incident reporting – a form of ‘passive surveillance’ – is not comprehensive (especially when only English-language or non-local language sources are used), varies from conflict to conflict and tends to drop in quality as fighting increases or takes place in inaccessible areas. The media concentrate on urban events, in contrast to human rights organisations, for example, which capture large events, and interviews capture recent events (and individual incidents in non-urban areas). In Peru, for example, more than half of the 69,000 conflict deaths between 1980 and 2000 were not recorded in the press or other
accounts. In Guatemala, the press reported no incidents of killings between September 1980 and September 1981, during the height of the urban counterinsurgency campaign (perhaps because seven journalists were killed in the period before the campaign). This would not be an issue for analytical purposes such as trend analysis or comparison if the under-reporting were consistent and unbiased, but there is no reason to make this assumption. More importantly, the numbers are not usually taken as (under-)estimates but as actual death counts, and caveats are buried in footnotes. Even more problematic is the assumption that media reports capture systematically and in an unbiased way the identity of the perpetrators and their motivations (criminal versus political violence, for example), since this depends on the judgement of the journalist before the input of the expert coder.

The controversy over war deaths in Iraq illustrates how serious and systematic undercounting from passive reporting can be. For the period 2003–15 the Iraqi Body Count documented between 144,384 and 166,085 civilian deaths from conflict-related violence and a total of 220,000 deaths including combatants, while household surveys estimated even higher figures (see below). The UCDP data, however, records only 53,361 deaths over this period – around one third of the total. Aside from reliance on media reports, UCDP data relied on a problematic counting rule: it required that deaths be counted as ‘conflict victims’ only in situations in which a perpetrator was identified. This is ethically troubling: you deserve to be counted as a war victim only if Western analysts with their database coding rules can determine who killed you! The UCDP does acknowledge that battle-related deaths represented only a proportion of the violence in Iraq, but, for example, morgue data that did not include information about perpetrators was nonetheless excluded, even though up to a hundred bodies per day often turned up in Baghdad. If one zooms in on one year (2006) and compares UCDP data with UN sources (which was passive surveillance based on information from morgues, hospitals and municipal authorities across Iraq), the difference is an entire order of magnitude: from 3,500 to 34,000 violent deaths. Although the larger UN figure includes all types of violence, including conflict deaths, attacks on civilians, homicides, criminality and domestic violence, it was clear to analysts that many of the different forms of violence in war-torn Iraq were related. Using the UCDP data as a way to grasp the intensity, dynamics or human costs of the war in such a situation would be so misleading as to constitute wilful blindness.

Second, the narrow focus on battle-related deaths, sometimes of combatants only, sometimes of combatants and civilians, obscures the much greater burden of indirect deaths or excess mortality that arises from violent conflict. To put it graphically, an armed group may sweep through a village, kill several inhabitants, burn homes and destroy infrastructure. The population is thus deprived of access to basic needs – food, water, basic healthcare – and, whether they remain in place or flee towards displacement or refugee camps, often high numbers of the young, old and otherwise vulnerable die in the subsequent weeks and months. This ‘excess mortality’ (excess to the non-conflict scenario) can be counted precisely through population surveys, verbal autopsies and other such techniques. In several recent conflicts, including in South Sudan, Darfur, Burundi, Iraq and...
Liberia, indirect deaths have represented between four and ten times the number of direct victims of violence.\textsuperscript{46} In the DRC, perhaps the most dramatic recent case, a reported 3.3 million people died between 1998 and 2002.\textsuperscript{47} While that figure may be too high, only a relatively small percentage (perhaps no more than 10 per cent) of the victims died violently. These deaths are still narrow ‘physical harm’ with lethal consequences; what is critical is that they do not rest on a narrow concept of agency: identifiable perpetrators, acts (use of force, threats and displays of force) causing immediate harm and individual victims. Body counts of violent deaths from passive reporting completely occlude the lethal consequences of these diffuse actions by corporate or collective agents such as the state or armed militias.

The final problem, leaving thresholds and counting rules aside, concerns the way in which a focus on violent deaths as a trigger for determining the existence (or not) of a conflict means that wars and conflicts are deemed to begin only when a certain number of dead bodies appear. Yet violence is also an outcome of a conflict, and when conflict expertise focuses on certain thresholds of violence it obscures other forms of prior, systematic and non-lethal forms of ‘violence as violation’ that are almost always an important antecedent element in the processes and mechanisms of conflict escalation.\textsuperscript{48} As Gleditsch \textit{et al.} acknowledge, aggregate data ‘provide no information on conflict dynamics or events within conflicts over time … This often led to a notable disjuncture between theories of conflict that are increasingly specific in highlighting micromechanisms and data at a relatively high level of aggregation.’\textsuperscript{49} Even if this is somewhat rectified by the use of more fine-grained event data on individual incidents, the focus on body counts still excludes non-physical forms of violence and repression, including ‘personal integrity rights … concerned with individual survival and security, such as freedom from torture, ‘disappearance’, imprisonment, extrajudicial execution, and mass killing’.\textsuperscript{50}

These forms of violence as violation frequently implicate the state and its agents, or involve forms of sexual and gender-based violence, yet such violence forms are almost entirely absent from conflict knowledge unless and until an opposition organises, declares itself opposed to the state, takes up arms and suffers casualties, at which point its deaths register as conflict knowledge. The result, as Christian Davenport notes, is that ‘researchers have paid far more attention to the evils done against governments (and citizens) by dissidents, rebels, and terrorists than to the evils done by presidents, the police, military, secret service, national guards, and death squads against those within their territorial jurisdiction’.\textsuperscript{51} The politics of violent death data have, with a few notable exceptions such as Iraq, the DRC or Darfur, a significant pro-state or pro-government bias. These exceptions were usually the result of non-governmental or humanitarian engagement of researchers in order to shine a spotlight on a particular conflict, underlying again the politics of selective (even if well intended) attention. In some cases (notably in one Iraq survey, but also in the DRC), numbers appear to have been inflated, or at least selected for dramatic effect, potentially to the detriment of a more nuanced picture.

The 2010–11 Jasmine revolution in Tunisia is an excellent example of the pro-state bias, catalysed by the on-going and pervasive corruption and repression of President Ben Ali’s regime. The Tunisian case is representative of any authoritar-
ian state that violates its citizens without (often or systematically) killing them. Syria, for example, remained strongly authoritarian with relatively low levels of overt violence since the large-scale massacre of Islamists in Hama under Hafez al Assad in 1982, which resulted in between ten and forty thousand citizens killed by the state.52 There were relatively few politically related violent deaths in Syria in the years leading up to 2011, making the explosion of violence in 2011–15 seem as something externally generated and motivated, rather than a product of the domestic context. The state-centric bias in conflict expertise and analysis is not only a function of the way in which data is collected and used; it is also based on a mistaken belief or assumption that “illegitimate” and “legitimate” forms of conflict, coercion, and expropriation stem from essentially different processes: processes of change and disorder on one side, and processes of integration and control on the other; they are, rather, unified in one dynamic and process.53

Ignorant expertise, policy practice and counting (mostly missing) bodies

Conflicts knowledge about body counts produced by international relations and conflict studies scholars is not the most important way in which such expertise is mobilised in the sphere of global public policy. Other than the few examples noted above (World Bank, OECD, democratic peace), there is little evidence that any of this work – despite its increasing sophistication and empirical detail – has an impact on, or contact with, policy and practice. But, working in parallel, researchers from the public health, demographic, humanitarian and human rights (transitional justice) communities also generate data and analysis about dead bodies, often with more rigorous techniques and methods. This work, usually focused on individual cases of conflict, has as its main motivation to account for the victims of conflict, mass violence and genocide so as to provide reliable estimates of the human costs of war and violence in order to promote accountability and transitional justice (truth and reconciliation) and, secondarily, to establish thresholds for the delivery of humanitarian relief and assistance. It too is not without controversy, but the contrasts between these forms of conflict knowledge (and their findings) and those of international relations and conflict studies are striking. Here I want to highlight the public policy implications of conflict-death expertise in two related realms, which in some circumstances have been of extreme political salience, in places such as Darfur, Iraq, Guatemala or Timor Leste. The two realms are those of humanitarian relief and the way in which war-related deaths are used to determine thresholds for ‘emergencies’ that trigger large-scale humanitarian relief efforts, and post-conflict and transitional justice efforts to bring the perpetrators of mass killings to account.

The humanitarian industry – which addresses tragedies ranging from famine and natural disasters to war-displaced populations – doubtless provides shelter, safety and succour for millions of people each year. But, until recently, resources followed headlines, high-profile events or even media campaigns by major NGOs, rather than an assessment of critical needs. Within the humanitarian community,
this led to a call for harmonised standards – based on systematic and conflict-expert assessments – to determine what was and was not a real humanitarian catastrophe. The result took the form of attempts to use a body count – a mortality rate – to establish either a universal or a relative threshold that would be one part of the determination for providing emergency relief and taking action. The absolute rate was ‘usually taken as a crude mortality rate of 1 per 10 000 per day, or as an under-five mortality rate of 2 per 10 000 per day’. A more relative standard is deployed in the Sphere project, which advocated relief efforts to ‘maintain the crude mortality rate (CMR) and under-five mortality rate (U5MR) at, or reduce to, less than double the baseline rate documented for the population prior to the disaster’. It is worth doing the maths to see what this means: in a conflict zone with a population of one million, this would mean an absolute rate of one hundred deaths per day, or around three thousand per month!

The standard was one thing; the question of how to assess it was altogether another. It was assessed ideally through surveys conducted in camps of refugees and displaced persons, where mortality data was directly obtained from camps themselves, simply tallying the number of persons in the camp and the number of deaths over time. But surveys even under such conditions are fraught with all sorts of methodological and political pitfalls, given the uncertainty surrounding camp entry and exit and the relevant population. The best cases were also not the most important ones, since a humanitarian emergency could (and often did) unfold well outside of camps, and long before aid workers appeared on the scene. The determination of whether or not the threshold had been crossed in these situations then depends on the deployment of complex survey techniques (including verbal autopsies, historical population estimates, different random sampling methods, etc.) to measure mortality. And again, one’s body ‘counts’ only if someone is there to count it – or at least estimate its absence. These various forms of expert knowledge suffer from all sorts of serious shortcomings – a clear form of ignorant expertise – although they represent one part of the foundation for determinations to allocate resources that can have enormous human consequences.

Transitional and post-conflict justice has pursued two intertwined goals in its work on body counts: to assess the scope and scale of mass killing – a form of bearing witness to silent and invisible deaths – and to contribute practically to the pursuit of justice. Sophisticated statistical, demographic or survey techniques have been used to establish estimates of the invisible and uncounted victims in places such as Cambodia, Peru, Iraq, Guatemala, Timor Leste, Kosovo, Colombia and Syria. All are subject to great uncertainty, a form of ignorant expertise, and I will focus on one widely used technique – multiple systems estimation (MSE) – that has specifically been invoked in post-conflict justice deliberations (in Guatemala and the former Yugoslavia).

MSE is a technique originally used to estimate wildlife populations (say, fish in a pond) by drawing repeated random samples from the population and uniquely identifying them (tagging). The number of multiple catches of a single individual identifies the overlap in the samples and can be used to estimate the ‘missing’ population that is not captured in any sample. When applied to body counts, the
requirement is that there are lists of victims, independently and randomly gathered, that can be suitably matched (names, time and place of death) in order to determine the overlap and hence estimate the total number of victims that are not accounted for in any list. Many recent conflicts have had such lists of the dead collected by NGOs, faith groups or international organisations, based on eyewitness accounts, graveyard and mortuary records and other sources, and have had MSE analyses performed. In Guatemala, the research concluded that approximately 200,000 people had been killed between 1960 and 1996, that the state’s security forces were responsible for the overwhelming proportion of these deaths and, most importantly, that indigenous peoples were vastly over-represented in the deaths and therefore that the killings by state forces could be qualified as genocidal. A Guatemalan court subsequently found former President Gen. Efraín Ríos Montt guilty of genocide, and although the ruling was later overturned on a technicality, its symbolic importance remained.

How, in such a context, is the expertise ‘ignorant?’ In the simplest sense, it is ignorant because the figures arrived at are estimates, not accounts of individual deaths with names and other details. In Guatemala, for example, the extrapolated number of 200,000 deaths was based on testimonies of approximately 13,000 people in three databases that covered about 42,000 ‘known’ victims, leading through matching of other sources to an estimate of 132,000 deaths. Not surprisingly, debate continues around these figures and conservative estimates based on more ‘accurate’ counts (that is, of actual named victims) propose an estimate of 37,000 dead. The difference is rather significant and turns on whether or not one can have faith in statistical techniques to provide a better picture of the reality of violent death in Guatemala than seemingly more tangible lists of named victims, dates and places.

From a more formal point of view, the key assumptions of MSE are seldom met, and in particular individual records are usually incomplete and the randomness and independence of the lists is difficult if not impossible to guarantee. Data collection by NGOs and other groups tracks networks (for example, members of a particular church), and socially connected individuals are more likely to be counted, affecting the overall estimates. In other contexts such as Iraq, where household surveys have been widely used to estimate conflict deaths, the final estimates are derived from a maximum of two thousand households surveyed for the entire country. Without diving into the details, the sampling technique may also have problems, this time of a geographic nature, since use of a ‘random walk’ method for identifying and sampling households to survey off main streets may lead to oversampling near major intersections and roads. In the case of deaths from roadside bombs in Iraq this appeared to be a significant source of potential bias and over-estimation in some surveys. The estimates for the total number of deaths in Iraq range wildly (up to 600,000 between 2003 and 2006) and are still subject to on-going debate, although the consensus seems to be that around 150,000 people died violently as a result of the fighting between 2003 and 2006, which is still considerably higher than the figures from individual accounting sources such as the Iraqi Body Count (around 70,000) and excludes any indirect deaths or excess mor-
tality. The point is not that this ignorant expertise regarding body counts in cases such as Guatemala, Iraq and elsewhere is irremediably flawed, for it is likely better than most alternatives, but, rather, that the uncertainties and assumptions are washed out when such expertise enters the policy sphere that requires epistemic certainty.

Conclusions: linearity and singularity in conflict knowledge

When one moves from counting and classifying to the more complex task of analysing and understanding, the production of ignorant conflict expertise becomes a potent tool for designing and directing policy and programmatic interventions. In concluding reflections I want to draw attention to two linked fallacies (or oversimplifications) concerning the linearity and singularity of conflict processes that appear on both the scholarly and policy-relevant sides of the fence and that exert a pernicious effect on how international conflict interventions are conceived of and designed. While it is easy to show how these operate in both policy and research spheres, it is much more difficult to demonstrate how conflict scholarship and policy analysis feed off one another in this domain.

The aggregate data in conflict databases is usually analysed with linear causal or quasi-causal models that are designed to isolate variables that account for the greatest degree of variation in outcomes, or are associated with the probability of war outbreak. As the proponents of the COW project put it, their ambition was to develop ‘an integrated and coherent theory of war causation’ based on a grasp of the general factors that led to war. While diving into the details of statistical tests is not the purpose of this chapter, many of the models tested suffer from endogeneity and collinearity problems and ignore both history and time (in the sense that events are not independent, and unfold through the interaction of complex processes that are path dependent). But the problem here is not just one of inadequate data, insufficiently fine distinctions or underspecified models. Rather, the entire idea that conflict and violence would unfold along a linear path is based on widespread acceptance of what Andrew Abbott has called ‘general linear reality’ models as a way of describing how society works that results from ‘treating linear models as representations of the actual social world’.

Here the link between scholarship and practice can be at least asserted, if not proved: if scholars’ dominant models of conflict analysis in international relations rest upon ‘general linear reality models’, then it is no surprise that in the more policy- or practice-oriented world a sort of expert mimicry leads analysts to adopt the language of root causes and linear causation to frame their prescriptions and to draw upon what limited evidence they can find to support such claims. Practitioners in the policy world tend to operate with tools drawn from new public management techniques (stages of conflict, conflict-actor mapping) and simplified accounts of motivations and means that produce flat and caricatured accounts of contemporary conflicts to guide practical programming, and that mirror several of the analytic and empirical weaknesses of international relations conflict scholars. Conflict is usually conceived as unfolding on a linear path with clear stages and
direction, actors are considered to be unitary and uni-motivated and the empha-
sis is placed on the agency of actors (needs, fears, power relations, attitudes etc.),
rather than on any of the larger structural factors that might play a role (inequality,
governance etc.).

In both cases, scholars and analysts engage in turning what are essentially social
facts about the nature of actors and the causes of conflict and violence into brute
facts that have an elevated ‘expert’ status, with the attendant claims to power/
knowledge. None of this means that there are not mechanisms and processes in
the social world that link particular antecedent conditions with certain (violent)
outcomes. There is some connection between a Tunisian street vendor’s death
and the widespread violence in North Africa today, or between the assassination
of Archduke Franz Ferdinand and the First World War. But this claim is very dif-
ferent from the belief in a ‘general linear reality’ model, which hews to a much
stronger version of causal analysis applicable to a wide range of conflict processes.

The ‘singularity fallacy’ presumes that each form of violence, within and between
different violent spaces, is self-contained in time and space and follows particular
pathways that have a discernible beginning and end. Each violent episode is thus
independent, and history – which includes guiding metaphors, lessons learnt,
sequence and recurrence – does not matter. Each violent actor has one set of
motives (and identity) and different forms of violence are layered on top of each
other (much like a millefeuille pastry), with little contact between the different
levels. Programmatic or policy 'treatments' can be thus designed to focus on one
or the other of these levels, without too much regard to how different forms may
fit together in time and space. In policy terms the result is the stove-piping of dif-
ferent programmatic responses: ‘post-conflict’ programmes dealing with such
things as the disarmament and demobilisation of ex-combatants are separate from,
for example, those designed to address sexual and gender-based violence (SGBV)
(even in conflict zones), and the latter are deployed in the absence of specific links
to the broader peacebuilding context. But, as Maria Eriksson Baaz and Maria Stern
point out, ‘the specific, often exclusive, focus on sexual violence … hampers our
understanding of the relationship between sexual violence and other (supposedly)
“ungendered” violence…. These forms of violence are, to a large extent, mani-
festations of the same systemic failures and mechanisms as those contributing to
SGBV.’

Yet contemporary conflicts do not fit this model, with fluid and changing moti-
vations and blurred lines between economic and material – as opposed to political
or ideational – motivations. Examples abound, from the warlords of West Africa,
to the vigilantes and political gangs of Nigeria, to the armed horsemen of the janja-
weed, to the rent-seeking and criminal behaviour of previously ideologically driven
groups such as the FARC in Colombia or UNITA in Angola. As Rafaâ Tabib high-
lights in the Libyan context, ‘criminal accumulation, land grabs, and protection
rackets’ are major factors driving

the actions of tribal militias and jihadist groups, and the … fighting that has blighted
Libya. While conventional representations of Libya’s post-revolutionary period
Keith Krause
dwell on the political battle between Islamists and secular forces … the cause of the country’s increasing levels of armed violence can be found in the absence of a functional state and the fragmentation of local, tribal, ethnic and ideological forces, which together make the violent acquisition of material resources essential to group survival.71

Or in Pakistan, one can chart more than twenty separate ‘dyads’ or ‘triads’ of conflict, the main actors being the state, the Lashkar-e-Islam and the Taliban (with some different factions in both of these). These overlapping conflicts are intensely violent, generating two to three thousand deaths per year, and in addition they are linked with such things as high levels of urban political violence in cities such as Karachi. These are not different ‘forms’ of violence; they are part of a complex and violent matrix that produces at least five thousand dead bodies a year.72

Overall, I have tried to trace the ways in which scholarly analysis of war and conflict has been mimicked and mirrored in the creation of particular forms of ‘expertise’ and expert knowledge that shape practical policy and programming to deal with conflicts. The picture is by necessity tentative and somewhat caricatured, and it is evident that there is much scholarship (and perhaps some practice) that does not fall into all of the pathologies I have outlined above. In addition, the particular pathologies that affect scholarship are not always linked to policy and programming, or are linked in indirect and complex ways. But on both the scholarly and the policy side, the politics and scholarship of body counts reflects a variety of forms of ignorant expertise. Although idiographic sociological, historical, ethnographic, anthropological and thickly descriptive accounts of particular violent confrontations are readily available for any contemporary conflict, these are seldom linked to the macro-level, scientific and generalisable ambitions of both international relations scholarship and policy relevant expertise. Ignorant expertise thus rules the day.
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